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COMMUTERS UNITE AGAINST RACISM

OUT WITH DARA MCMAHONREVEALED! - OOH DELIVERS TRUST MESSAGE FOR THE IRISH TIMES

ROCKSHORE GAUGES THE TEMPERATURE
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This week, The Irish Times launched two impactful OOH specials created by Owens DDB in partnership 
with PML Group, Eclipse Media and PHD Ireland. The concept was driven by a simple premise. For a 
news organisation to grow it needs editorial, journalistic and production expertise. For it still to be thriving 
160 years later takes one thing, trust. 

Our goal was to celebrate the unique relationship The Irish Times enjoys with its readers and subscribers. 
The line, “Trust is built over time” was the starting point. It led to an idea of depicting the passage of time 
before acknowledging the ethos behind The Irish Times’ success. 

The Wexford Street and Macken Street bespoke billboards took four men 15 hours (and one clamped 
car) to install! The tease and reveal creative is controlled remotely using the latest lighting and 
communications technology. 

The specials respect the 160 year heritage of The Irish Times while reflecting the contemporary digital 
first offering and positioning of the publication in today’s evolving media landscape. 

Pictured at the Golden Square site on Wexford Street (L to R ) are: Pat Cassidy (PML Group), Tania 
Meighan (The Irish Times) John Gildea (Owens DDB), Sinead Manly (PHD) and Keith Farrell (Source 
OOH) 

REVEALED! - OOH DELIVERS 
TRUST MESSAGE FOR THE IRISH 
TIMES

Media: PHD    -   Creative: Owens DDB
OOH Agency: Source out of home     -   Special Build: Eclipse Media
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Rockshore took advantage of the Dynamic scheduling capabilities of DOOH to contextually promote in 
parallel its lager and cider offerings within the same campaign.

The screens display Rockshore Lager unless two trigger criteria are jointly met – the temperature rises 
to 18°C and it is dry. Then the Liveposter platform delivers the Rockshore Cider creative together with 
a temperature call out across multiple formats and media owners including roadside Digipanels, newly 
launched Digishelters, Orbscreens and the Green Screen.

Bespoke designs on the Tesco Live network add extra layers of contextuality. The lager creative includes 
the Tesco location while Wednesday 28th August – Saturday 31st August the only creative on display is 
festival cider copy.

“We have been experimenting and trialling cider recipes for several years and we believe that we have 
landed on something refreshingly different,” said Stuart Kinch, Diageo’s head of marketing for beer and 
cider.

ROCKSHORE GAUGES THE 
TEMPERATURE

Media: Carat   -   Creative: BBDO and Design+   -   OOH Agency: Source out of home
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PML Group was delighted to be involved in an anti-racism campaign on public transport that featured 
commuters from across Ireland who are standing in solidarity against all forms of racism. Hundreds of 
selfies donated by passengers were amalgamated to create a large montage representing diversity on 
the Transport for Ireland (TFI) public transport network.  Renowned collage artist Charis Tsevis developed 
the creative artwork that displayed on Bus Shelters and on-board TFI public transport services. The 
centrepiece of the campaign involved commuters at Heuston Station being invited to show their solidarity 
and take a stand against racism by donating a selfie to feature in the campaign and sharing on social 
media.

Brian Killoran, CEO, Immigrant Council of Ireland, said:
“The best thing about this year’s campaign is the involvement of so many commuters, uniting to take a 
public stand against racism by donating their selfies. Racism left unchallenged damages society for 
everyone, not just victims, and the only way to overcome it is by joining forces to say we will not tolerate 
it. This joint campaign with Transport for Ireland, transport operators and Dublin City Council, now in 
its 7th year, is a great example of people coming together to say there is no room for racism – on public 
transport or within society at large.”

Denise Vereker, Marketing Executive at National Transport Authority, continued:
The activation in Heuston Station for our anti-racism campaign involved asking people to donate their 
selfies to stand in solidarity with our campaign to say we do not tolerate racism on public transport or 
anywhere else. It’s been a great success, we have our finished mosaic and we have loads of positive 
engagement from people, we’re real delighted with how many people decided to take part and donate 
their selfie to engage with our campaign.

COMMUTERS UNITE AGAINST 
RACISM BY DONATING SELFIES

Media: Spark Foundry    -   Creative: Charis Tsevis & Focus Advertising     -   OOH Agency: PML

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JiJUXdDfSDY
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Ikea celebrated a milestone this month, as the Scandinavian homeware chain first opened its flagship 
Ballymun store 10 years ago. 

To celebrate, Ikea hosted some birthday cupcakes on large format 48 Sheets for a big brand presence 
alongside coverage building Bus Shelters. Posters wittily display a cupcake with a famous Ikea pencil in 
place of a candle.

Targeting a ‘DIY’ affinity group is possible via Locomizer planning data which enables matching of mobile 
audiences and locations, predicting consumer behaviour in an offline world. Analysis of travel patterns of 
those in proximity to electrical and hardware stores facilitates hotspot targeting within our Pinpoint mapping 
software.

Ireland and UK country retail manager Peter Jelkeby said the group was ”immensely proud” to mark its 10th 
anniversary here.

”Our flagship Ballymun store and Carrickmines order and collection point have become key destinations for 
the people of Ireland, while our shop online offering has proved to be a fantastic success, allowing people 
from all across the country to access our wonderful product range,” he said.

Ikea employs 700 people across the Ballymun and Carrickmines stores, with 120 of them having joined the 
team the day Ikea first opened.

More than 75% of people in Ireland have visited the outlet, equating to 30 million visits since 2009. And 
with 86% of Dubliners furnishing their houses with at least one item from the Swedish store, we simply 
couldn’t imagine life without it.

Media: Vizeum   -   Creative: Mother London    -   OOH Agency: PML

THE TURN OF THE DECADE FOR 
IKEA
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The glass is half full as Irish Water launched a public advisory campaign in a bid to encourage the public to 
conserve water in the final days of summer. 

The campaign, designed to make people conscious of their consumption, encouraged the audience to visit 
its website for tips and advice on how to converse the precious resource. 

OOH plays an important role in such public information campaigns as it reaches a broad spectrum of 
audiences. The campaign is running on 6 Sheets and Mallbox.

Media: Carat   -   Creative: Rothco   -   OOH Agency: PML

IRISH WATER TAPS INTO 
CONSERVATION
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With the rental sector a source of many article inches the past year or so, newly expanded rent control 
legislation came into effect this month with the Residential Tenancies Board given new powers.

THE RTB launched a public information campaign to communicate the new legislation in place and 
additional areas added to rent pressure zones.  Providing information and raising awareness on its new 
remit, the RTB ran on a host of formats in the commuter environment, where the long form copy can be 
absorbed in the high dwell time locations. 

Creative featured for the Rental Pressure Zone copy is bespoke to the region it was displaying, with 
information on new localities added to the Rent Pressure Zones and a map of where Rent Pressure 
Zones are in operation already. Commuter and POS 6 Sheets alongside Retail Digital disseminates the 
information nationwide.

RENT RULES OOH FOR RTB’S 
PUBLIC INFO CAMPAIGN

Media: AV Browne   -   Creative: McCann Blue   -   OOH Agency: PML
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Griffith College eyes up the city this month with its new branding campaign on OOH, as the college 
creates a huge brand presence to coincide with Leaving cert results and CAO release dates. 

The campaign, focused on the forward-looking ethos of the college, is designed to promote the 3rd level 
institution to students contemplating their CAO placements, communicated through its all-seeing eye 
creative. 

Transport formats give a huge mobile presence to the creative across the city with Supersides and 
T-Sides selected, formats that naturally target a younger audience. Bus Shelters provide increased 
coverage with Commuter Digital and LUAS Columns adding further touchpoints to the campaign. 

OCS (Out of Home Consumer Survey) figures show that 54% of school students said posters/screens 
often create a reason to search online. Targeting a student affinity group is possible via Locomizer 
planning data which enables matching of mobile audiences and locations, predicting consumer behaviour 
in an offline world. Analysis of travel patterns of those in proximity to locations including colleges, 
restaurants and cinemas facilitates hotspot targeting within our Pinpoint mapping software.

THE EYES HAVE IT 

Media: Zenith   -   Creative: In-House   -   OOH Agency: PML
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Out With is our series that delves into the Outdoor lives of some of the country’s best known media and marketing professionals. This month, we hear from Dara McMahon, Aer Lingus.

1. Favourite thing to do outdoors
Play golf and watch my kids play their sports.

2.  Favourite place to shop - Shopping Centre/City 
Centre 

I hate shopping with a passion. I do most of my shopping 
locally, as it’s easier and I like to support local businesses.

3. Favourite location for a weekend walk
Coast road between Malahide and Portmarnock

4. Favourite pub for a cosy drink
Easy, Gibney’s of Malahide!

5. Favourite park to visit  
Malahide Castle 

6. Your Hidden Gem
Woodenbridge Golf Club

7. Favourite roadtrip to take 
Up around the Cooley Peninsula
 
8. Favourite OOH site/location and why
East wall heading for the East link bridge. Super site with 
tremendous opportunity for viewing.

9. Favourite sports venue  
Aviva. So many good memories and achievements.. 

10. Favourite Irish beach 
Silver Strand Portmarnock

11. Favourite location for some inspiration 
9th hole Red Course Malahide.

12. Favourite mode of transport 
My feet!

13. All-time favourite OOH Campaign
Kit Kat ‘Have a break, have a Kit Kat’ campaign. Poster 
half- finished because the poster guy is having a break. 
Nice and cheeky with the poster clearly communicating the
proposition.

Dara McMahon,
Director of Marketing and Digital Experience, Aer Lingus

O U T  W I T H . . .
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Out of Home advertising was the first mass advertising media platform and has always been used for one 
purpose, brand building. However, an entirely new way of using the medium is now possible, the ability to 
broadcast content. One that businesses are only just waking up to.

Out of Home (OOH) advertising has been used to reach audiences and influence behaviour since the time 
of the Pharaohs. Egyptians used papyrus to make sales messages and wall posters. Indeed Commercial 
messages and political campaign displays have been found in the ruins of Pompeii and Arabia. When 
Johannes Gutenberg invented the movable type printer in 1450, modern advertising was introduced through 
handbills and posters.

Of course, since then and particularly since the 20th century the plethora of methods for advertising has 
developed at rapid pace, from national newspapers to magazines, cinema, radio, the dawn of the internet 
to the prevalence of social media. However, OOH’s place in the advertising mix stayed very much the same. 
That is until the recent deployment of full motion digital screens and the ability to broadcast content.

OOH media owners have traditionally not produced their own content, unlike TV channels, meaning it 
has long been considered as a ‘brand building’ medium. But the dual effects of a maturing digital OOH 
(DOOH) market (reaching 69% of all UK adults every week) and a national footprint of full motion screens 
presents an interesting proposition to brands and publishers alike. In the battle to win peoples’ attention a 
content led approach can be a powerful tool with the same content used on the largest advertising canvas 
as that used on the smallest in the form of social media ads on your phone.

There are some striking synergies and points of difference between Out of Home and social the two that 
businesses can now take advantage of.

1. Both should work without sound
Facebook have said 85% of their videos are watched without sound while Digital Out of Home also offers 
few sounds enabled opportunities. Despite the huge difference in size the right ad content can be shaped 
for both.

2. Short form edits
An increasing trend in social content is short form, snackable edits. The maximum slot for most Digital Out 
of Home is 20 seconds with the need to quickly grab a consumer’s attention as they walk on by. It is the 
same principle a social media advertiser needs to apply when interrupting someone scrolling.

3. Reach
Publishers increasingly rely on consumers to ‘like’ their pages and share their content enabling them to 
obtain substantial reach. However, while on social people increasinly opt for a curated news feed. Out of 
Home offers mass reach and scale and doesn’t require an algorithm or active consumer engagement. This 
means it is the perfect complement to the social media campaign.

Media owners are already demonstrating the opportunity for content in the UK Out of Home marketplace 
with JCDecaux’s long-standing Sky News partnership across the Transvision network and the full motion 
Euro News edits across Global’s London Underground Digital 48 portfolio. Brands are already making their 
moves into this space. The recent examples of Land Rover Evoque partnership with The Spoils creating 
tailored city guides by local influencers on DOOH, tapping into the new content creators, and the Jaguar 
sponsorship of Ocean’s Wimbledon content (including live match streaming) both successfully demonstrate 
what can be done with existing assets and sponsorships.

Through working as a content distribution and amplification channel of enormous scale in tune with modern 
methods outdoor advertising remains the ideal adaptive canvas to communicate the objectives of a brand. 
If utilised correctly it will continue to be the best way to influence and inspire consumer decisions, just as it 
has done since the dawn of civilization.

WHY CONTENT CAN BE KING FOR 
OUT OF HOME ADVERTISING

Lee Mabey
G U E S T  A R T I C L E

Integration Strategy Director,
Posterscope
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New to OOH

Tropicana Whole Fruit

Media:  OMD

Creative:  InSight Marketing

OOH Agency:  Source out of home

Nestlé Aero Bliss

Media:  Mindshare

Creative:  JWT Folk

OOH Agency:  Source out of home

The White House

Media: Engine Room

OOH Agency:  PML
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New to OOH

Lipton Ice Tea

Media:  OMD

OOH Agency:  Source out of home

Forest Feast Trail Mixes

Media: bigdog Agency

OOH Agency:  PML
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SOCIABLE MEDIA 
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Utrecht: Bee Shelters

NETHERLANDS: Scientists have been warning about the decline of bee populations around the world. But the Dutch city of 
Utrecht has come up with a unique response to address this problem: It is turning its bus shelters into bee sanctuaries. 

More than 300 bus shelters have been transformed into bee-friendly green hubs to support biodiversity in the city. Grass and 
wildflowers have been planted on the roofs providing a safe-haven for different types of bees that act as pollinators and help 
plants propagate. The green roofs also help capture fine dust, store rainwater and provide cooling for the heat.

Planet OOH

Primark: Walking Billboards

USA: To bring attention to the re-opening of one of its flagship stores in the United 
States, Primark created “Walking Billboard” advertisements within the King of Prussia 
Mall—one of the country’s largest and busiest shopping destinations in Philadelphia, 
PA. For the activation, Primark created large-scale versions of its iconic shopping 
bags and turned people into living advertisements to announce the location’s re-
opening, as well as the chance for shoppers to win a Big Bag Shopping spree of their 
own of up to $500.

https://www.facebook.com/brightvibes/videos/684711065323981/
https://www.facebook.com/brightvibes/videos/684711065323981/
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Planet OOH

Peaky Blinders: Fan Art

UK: To celebrate the return of the fifth series of Peaky Blinders, the BBC asked fans to create pieces 
of art inspired by the legendary Shelby family. The call-to-action resulted in 1,200 entries, which were 
whittled down to a select few by a panel. Each fan art selected received £1,000 for their entry. The 
work then appeared in Out of Home locations across the UK in the form of murals and fly posters. Sites 
include the Village Underground in London and Birmingham’s Custard Factory.

Waterloo Sparkling Water: Waterloo Bubble Escalator

USA: Experiential advertisement created by The Shop, Dallas.
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CYCLES 14 - 15 2019
TOP RECALL TOP RATED

McDonald’s Wrap   -   Format: Bus Shelter   -   Media: Mediaworks
Creative: Leo Burnett   -   OOH Agency: Source out of home

Film - The Lion King - Disney   -   Format: DX Screen   -   Media: OMD
Creative: BBDO   -   OOH Agency: Source out of home

7UP Free
Format: Digipanel 
Media: OMD   -   Creative: Havas
OOH Agency: Source out of home

Rockshore
Format: Social D 
Media: OMD   -   Creative: BBDO 
OOH Agency: Source out of home

Dunnes Stores - Back to School
Format: T-Side 
Media: Carat   -   Creative: Chemistry 
OOH Agency: Source out of home

Capri Sun
Format: Purchase Point 
Media: PHD Media
OOH Agency: Source out of home

1. 1.

2. 2.3. 3.



17All figures based on display value at rate card. 

1 Tourism & Travel €2,591k 6 QSRs €1,160k

2 Soft Drinks €2,022k 7 Confectionery & Snacking €1,076k

3 Finance €1,688k 8 Food €891k

4 Retail Outlets €1,623k 9 Entertainment €711k

5 Beers & Ciders €1,445k 10 Political & Advisory €673k

TOP CATEGORIES
JULY 2019 CYCLES 14 – 15

€k €500k €1,000k €1,500k €2,000k €2,500k

Tourism & Travel

Soft Drinks

Finance

Retail Outlets

Beers & Ciders

QSRs

Confectionery &
Snacking

Food

Entertainment

Political & Advisory

6 Sheet & Similar Large Digital Transport Ambient / Other
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Last Month’s Winner:
Congratulations to John Ruddy from PepsiCo,who won two tickets to Republic of Ireland vs Switzerland

With four studio albums to their name - most notably The RTÉ Choice 
Music Prize nominated, Gold selling, Number 1 Album “Getting 
Through” - Dublin four piece The Riptide Movement are renowned 
for their phenomenal live shows and soaring, guitar driven, energetic 
tracks. Having toured extensively throughout the world on the back of 
critically-acclaimed releases “All Works Out”, “You & I” “Elephant in 
the Room” “Changeling” and latest release “I’ll Be There” the Dublin 
four piece have also released an environmentally conscious web series 
called “Plastic Oceans’ in association with Clean Coasts. In the midst 
of a busy summer of festival appearances, “The Riptide Movement” will 
release their eagerly anticipated EP in September followed by the UK 
and European Leg of “The Something Special Tour” in October 2019.

COMPETITION

The Riptide Movement
Sunday 27th October, 7pm, Olympia Theatre

Send your answers to competitions@pmlgroup.ie

b Life in Plastic

For a chance to win a pair of tickets tell us:

The Riptide Movement recently released an environmentally conscious web 
series, what is it titled?

a Plastic Oceans c Save the Turtles

mailto:competitions%40pmlgroup.ie?subject=Engage%20Competition


EVENT GUIDE
SEPTEMBER

1st All-Ireland Senior Football Championship Croke Park, Dublin

6th -15th A Taste of West Cork Food Festival West Cork

7th Guinness Summer Series - Ireland V Wales Aviva Stadium

8th Liberty Insurance All-Ireland Camogie Senior Championship Final Croke Park

10th - 15th Sounds from a Safe Harbour Cork

14th Mary Black The Olympia Theatre

15th TG4 Ladies All-Ireland Senior Football Championship Final Croke Park 

17th - 21st  National Ploughing Championships 2019 Ballintrane, Carlow

17th - 28th Grease The Musical Bord Gáis Energy Theatre

20th -  2nd Nov Rugby World Cup Japan 

20th - 21st Galway Culture Night Galway

22nd RWC: Ireland V Scotland Japan

22nd -25th Ariana Grande 3Arena

24th Khalid 3Arena

24th - 28th Guinness Jazz Festival Cork 

26th - 29th Clonmel Applefest Clonmel

27th Bellator MMA 3Arena

28th RWC: Ireland V Japan Japan

28th - 29th Dublin Vegfest 2019 Griffith College

OCTOBER
3rd RWC: Ireland V Russia Japan

5th OktoberfestWest Westport, Co. Mayo

12th RWC: Ireland V Samoa Japan

8th - 11th Little Mix 3Arena

13th Chris De Burgh Bord Gáis Energy Theatre

17th 3XE Search Marketing Conference 2019 Croke Park

19th Biggest 80s and 90s Disco 3Arena

27th KBC Dublin City Marathon 2019 Dublin

29th A-ha 3Arena

31st Halloween

Rugby World Cup 2019

Guinness Jazz Festival


